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a b s t r a c t

Structural evolution of Cu nanolayer deposited on chemically modified Si substrates has been studied
by X-ray reflectivity (XRR), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
techniques as a function of time. It is evident from the experimental results that two completely
different phenomena, namely dewetting (usually observed for highly abrupt interface system like
Ag/Si) and interdiffusion (usually observed for highly diffusive interface system like Au/Si), take place
simultaneously or co-exist at the interface of such Cu/Si system and thus can be treated as a model
system (showing intermediate of two extreme natures). The dual character of Cu/Si system, however,
strongly depends on the chemical species, such as hydrogen and bromine, by which Si surface (dangling
bonds) is terminated. For example, the interdiffusion of Cu is found more into the H-terminated Si
substrate compared to the Br-terminated one (similar to that of the Au/Si system), while the dewetting
is dominant on the Br-terminated Si surface compared to the H-terminated Si (similar to that of the
Ag/Si system). Such evolution of growth mainly involves dewetting of Cu on the freshly grown silicon
oxide areas on the terminated Si substrate (related to the change in the interfacial energy due to the
oxide-growth with time by destroying termination) to change the topography of the Cu nanolayer and
also interdiffusion of Cu through the silicon oxide free areas (related to the size and electronegativity
differences between Cu and Si) to form a very thin interdiffused layer of Cu into Si.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Now a days, Cu interconnect technology has replaced Al tech-
ology in high performance Si microelectronic devices [1–3], as
here is definite gain upon moving from Al (resistivity ≈ 2.7 µ�-
cm) to Cu (resistivity ≈ 1.7 µ�-cm). Also it is likely that Cu will
dominant interconnect technology for Si integrated circuits until
some new paradigm is developed [4]. On the other hand, as the
metal pitch decreases and the number of metal layers increases,
it becomes increasingly important to control the chemical physics
and reliability of interconnect structures. It has been observed
that the interdiffusion of Cu from the surface into the bulk of the
Si chip can adversely affect device performance [5]. In reality, the
physics of Cu in Si is more complicated, and is an active area of
research. Using first-principles simulations, one group has shown
that Cu atom can migrates freely on the H-terminated Si(111)
surface and adheres selectively on the oxide-terminated site to
grow cluster [6], while the other group suggested that Cu adsorbs
strongly to the H-terminated Si surface and that the adsorption
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energy is significantly dependent on the local bonding environ-
ment [7]. Similarly, density-functional theory has been used to
predict the stability and diffusion of Cu adatoms near and on
the H-terminated Si(001) surface [8], while molecular dynamics
simulations has been used to correlate the surface free energy
of different crystalline planes as well as the geometrical lattice
match rule of the Si surface with the crystalline directionality
of the Cu layer at different temperature [9]. It has been sug-
gested that Cu may interact with the dielectric insulator materials
to degrade the interface and lead to a loss of adhesion, or Cu
may diffusion into the dielectric materials [10,11], which are of
particular concern with the Cu technology.

It is known that the native oxide layer, which is usually
present on the Si surface, can act as a diffusion barrier at the
metal–semiconductor interface [12] and is responsible for the
dewetted islandlike growth of metals [12,13]. The removal of
oxide layer is possible through surface treatment and termination
[12–16]. The nature or the surface free energy of such terminated
surface and its stability strongly influence the growth of the
metal nanolayers [12,13,17,18]. For example, larger diffusion of
Au into Si substrate was observed for H-terminated Si compared
to Br-terminated Si [12,17], where atmospheric pressure was
also found to play dominant role in such diffusion [18]. On the
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other hand, Ag does not diffuse into Si, rather it makes abrupt
interface with the substrate [13]. It has been observed that Ag
film is more compact or wetted on the H-terminated Si surface
in comparison with Br-terminated one. In case of Cu, which has
intermediate tendency to interact with Si substrate [19], the role
of native oxide in the interdiffusion of Cu into Si substrate has
been studied at elevated temperature [20,21], while the structural
and morphological properties of epitaxial Cu/Si(001) system has
been carried out at ultra high vacuum conditions [22]. A compar-
ison between Au, Ag and Cu, as optimal metal contact, has been
carried out for the metal/alkyl layer/Si junction [23]. However,
no attempt has been made to understand the role of Si surface
termination on the growth and stability of the Cu nanolayer at
ambient conditions using nondestructive techniques, which are
of utmost importance.

In this paper we have utilized nondestructive X-ray reflectivity
(XRR) technique [24–26], which essentially provides an electron–
density profile (EDP), i.e. in-plane (x–y) average electron density
(ρ) as a function of depth (z) in high resolution [12,13,27–29], to
the understand the initial growth of Cu nanolayers on differently-
terminated Si substrates and their time evolution at ambient
conditions. Unlike Au/Si and Ag/Si systems [12,13], both inter-
diffusion and dewetting is observed in the Cu/Si system, which
is interesting. The possible reasons for such behavior and its
implication are discussed.

2. Material and methods

The n-type Si(001) substrates (of resistivity ≈ 5–10 �-cm
and size about 10×10 mm2) were terminated differently [12,
13]. First the substrates were sonicated by trichloro-ethylene
(10 min) and methyl alcohol (10 min) separately to remove
organic contaminations [labeled as O-Si(001)]. Then one set was
etched by hydrofluoric acid (HF, 10%) after sonication to remove
the native oxide layer and to make them H-terminated [labeled
as H-Si(001)], whereas the second set was Br-terminated using
0.05% Br-methanol solution (rinsed thoroughly) after HF etching
[labeled as Br-Si(001)]. After drying these substrates were then
loaded into a sputtering chamber (T4065, KVS) for Cu deposition,
where the power and the argon pressure were maintained at 25
W and 3.2×10−3 mbar, respectively. Cu thin films of thickness
about 16 nm were deposited using a d.c. magnetron sputter-
ing technique on three Si substrates and were designated as
Cu/O-Si(001), Cu/H-Si(001) and Cu/Br-Si(001), respectively.
X-ray reflectivity (XRR): XRR measurements of these films were
carried out using a versatile X-ray diffractometer (VXRD) setup
[30] as a function of time. VXRD consists of a diffractometer (D8
Discover, Bruker AXS) with Cu source (sealed tube) followed by
a Göbel mirror to select and enhance Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54
Å). The diffractometer has a two-circle (θ-2θ ) goniometer with
quarter-circle Eulerian cradle as sample stage. Scattered beam
was detected using a NaI scintillation (point) detector. Data were
taken in specular condition, i.e., the incident angle (θ ) is equal to
the reflected angle (θ ) and both are in a scattering plane. Under
such conditions, a nonvanishing wave-vector component, qz, exist
which is equal to (4π/λ)sinθ . The wave vector has been measured
with a resolution of 0.0014 Å−1. Analysis of XRR data has been
carried out using Parratt’s formalism [31]. For the analysis, each
film has been divided into a number of layers including roughness
at each interface [12,13]. An instrumental resolution in the form
of a Gaussian function and a constant background were also
included at the time of data analysis.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM): The topography of the Cu nanolayers on chemically mod-
ified Si(001) substrates after equilibrium were mapped through
atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique (AutoProbe CP, PSI)
Fig. 1. Time-evolution XRR data (different symbols) and analyzed curves (solid
line) of Cu nanolayers on native oxide covered (top panel), Br-terminated
(middle panel) and H-terminated (bottom panel) Si(001) surfaces. Data and
curves are shifted vertically for clarity. In legends, ‘d’ indicates the time frame
in day scale.

at ambient conditions in contact mode using a silicon nitride
cantilever (spring constant ≈ 0.05 N/m) and pyramidal tip. Scans
were performed in constant force mode over several portions
of the film. WSXM software [32] has been used for processing
and analysis of both AFM images. The topography of the Cu
nanolayers on differently terminated Si(001) substrates in larger
area and in greater statistics were also mapped through scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) technique (Quanta 200, FEG).

3. Results and discussion

A. X-ray reflectivity and electron density profile: Time-evolution
XRR data of Cu nanolayers on differently terminated Si(001)
substrates at ambient conditions are shown in Fig. 1. Oscillations
of smaller and larger periodicities are evident in all curves. The
dip corresponding to the larger periodicity shifts toward lower qz
value with time,

which is an indicative of some increment in thickness. The
shifts, however, depends on substrate termination. Rapid shift
is observed in both H-terminated and Br-terminated Si surfaces
(Fig. 1), while negligible shift in native-oxide coated Si surface.
The corresponding EDPs obtained from the analysis of the XRR
data are shown in Fig. 2. Initially, the fitting was started con-
sidering various models. After rigorous trials we found that the
five-layer model along with substrate one can achieve major
features in all the reflectivity curves. To improve the quality of
the fit, individual layer density, thickness and roughness were
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Fig. 2. Analyzed EDPs, which consist of three layers (L1, L2 and L3) above
Si substrate and two layers (intermediate layer and Gaussian-shaped layer Ld)
into Si substrate as indicated for three samples in three panels. In legends, ‘d’
indicates the time in day. The constituent layers are presented (top panel) by
different colors. The native oxide thickness is found to be 2 nm for oxide sample,
but in Br- and H-terminated Si its values are negligibly small.

varied with sufficient iteration (≈ 2000). The Cu thin film located
on the Si substrate can be divided in three layers, highly dense
L1 layer (layer-like growth) adjacent to the substrate, less dense
L2 layer (island-like growth) on top of L1 and the top most L3
layer formed due to dewetting with time. The buried Cu layer
Ld consists of two layers, dense Gaussian-shaped layer and an
intermediate layer that determines the location of the peak into
Si. There are three fitting parameters, such as thickness, density
and roughness. Absorption of each layer was kept constant at
appropriate values. Notable, the fitting is very sensitive to the
thickness, roughness and density of individual layers. However,
an error of 1%–2% can be possible in measuring thickness and
roughness whereas ≈ 10% error can be expected in the estimation
of the density of constituent layers. The density of first layer
(L1) is the as deposited high density Cu layer (density close
to bulk value, 2.27 e.Å−3) of thickness ≈ 5 nm attached with
the Si substrate; whereas second layer (L2) is the as deposited
relatively low density Cu layer of thickness ≈ 13 nm above L1
layer and third layer (L3) is very low density Cu layer above L2
layer, the density and thickness of which evolved with time. The
buried diffused Cu layer Ld can be divided into two layers: the
Gaussian-shaped layer and the intermediate layer. For the Cu/O-
Si(001) sample, L3 layer is absent and all the other layers remain
unchanged with time; while for the Cu/Br-Si(001) and Cu/H-
Si(001) samples, the density and thickness of L3 layer increases
in the expense of the density of the L1 and L2 layers; and also
the value of Ld increases with time. However, the initial values of
different parameters and their variation with time are different
for different samples.

In case of Cu/Si system another complicacy is that the reac-
tion between the environmental oxygen with the Cu nanolayer
which leads to the CuOx formation on the top of Cu nanolayer.
Oxidation of deposited nanolayer does not happen in case of
Au and Ag as they are non-reactive with the oxygen. As the
electron density of CuO (1.60 e/Å3) is less than that of pure Cu
(2.27 e/Å3), the oxidation of Cu may also result in decrement
in the electron density which may appear as a decrement of
the coverage of Cu nanolayer. The decaying in coverage of Cu
nanolayer cannot be correlated with the oxidation of Cu as the
former process is very slow (dynamics in ‘day’ scale) compared
to the latter one (dynamics in ‘minute’ scale). Once the samples
are taken out from the magnetron sputtering vacuum chamber
(argon pressure ∼10−3 mbar) the Cu nanolayers should readily
oxidized. So, the oxidation may cause very small decrement in the
electron density of EDP (shown in Fig. 2) in the initial stage of XRR
reflectivity measurements but it cannot be responsible for the
later stage of decrement in the electron density. Notably, Cu/O-
Si(001) does not evolve with time (shown in Fig. 2). It implies that
the evolution of Cu/H-Si(001) and Cu/Br-Si(001) occur only due
to dewetting and interdiffusion not because of oxidation of Cu
otherwise Cu/O-Si(001) would evolve. Moreover, the formation
of Gaussian-shaped diffused layer was also observed for Au/Si
system [12,13,18]. In normal diffusion one can expect that the
concentration decays like error function. In the present study,
such peculiar shape is likely to form at the time of Cu deposition
through sputtering technique. During sputtering a DC voltage
(around 300 V) was applied for eroding the source (here Cu)
by plasma. Probably the eroded clusters of source material ac-
quired enough kinetic energy to penetrate into Si substrate during
deposition.

B. Topography
Atomic force microscopy: Typical AFM images of Cu nanolayers
on O-Si(001), Br-Si(001) and H-Si(001) after prolonged dewetting
and interdiffusion are shown in Fig. 3. For the comparison AFM
image of Cu nanolayer on O-Si(001) is included in this figure
(top panel). The topography, obtained from the AFM images,
suggests that all films are composed of islands. Apart from this
few scattered big 3D-islands has been observed in Cu/Br-Si(001)
and Cu/H-Si(001). In the Cu/Br-Si(001) sample the size of these
3D-islands varies from 180–250 nm whereas in Cu/H-Si(001)
sample it varies from 120–150 nm which is smaller relative to
the former sample. The shape of the islands in both the samples
does not show faceting nature. Moreover, no crystallinity of the
Cu nanolayers after prolonged dewetting and interdiffusion has
been observed in XRD (not shown here).
Scanning electron microscopy: SEM images of two Cu films, after
prolonged evolution due to dewetting and interdiffusion, are
shown in Fig. 4. SEM image is taken in order to get an idea
about the morphology in large scale. Island like features have
been observed in both samples. But few big sized 3D-islands are
randomly scattered on the surface as observed in the AFM images.
These islands are prominent in Br-terminated sample relative to
H-terminated sample.

C. Dewetting and Interdiffusion
Diffusion length Ld, which is measured from the fixed interface

position at z = 180 Å to the center position of Gaussian-shaped
nanolayer, has been calculated from the EDPs and plotted as
a function of time in Fig. 5. Ld increases in similar fashion for
two samples but the rate of increment is large in Cu/H-Si(001)
sample. For Cu/H-Si(001) sample Ld increases from 39 Å to 63
whereas for Cu/Br-Si(001) sample Ld increases from 38 Å to 55

Å. It should be mentioned here that Ld for Cu/O-Si(001) sample
emains constant nearly around 35 Å. It indicates that the na-
ive silicon oxide acts as a barrier for diffusion-font (Gaussian
anolayer) movement into Si, although initial diffused amount
10.7 e/Å2) is higher compared to Au/Si system (7.1 e/Å2).

In order to understand the dewetting dynamics of Cu nanolayer
e have calculated the dewetted amount of Cu (Mdewet ) from the

L3 layer (shown in EDP) and plotted it as a function of time in
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Fig. 3. AFM images of scan size 2000×2000 nm2 (left) and 1000×1000 nm2

right) along with line profiles showing height-variation (in nm) of the three
amples.

Fig. 4. SEM images of Cu nanolayers on two differently pretreated Si substrates
after prolonged dewetting and interdiffusion.

Fig. 6. The amount of dewetting can be quantitatively analyzed
using the following general relation:
Fig. 5. Diffusion length Ld as a function of time t for two samples.

Fig. 6. Dewetted amounts of Cu calculated from L3 layer for two samples as a
function of time.

Mdewet (t) = M0 + ∆M[1 − e−(t/τ3)],

where M0 is the dewetted amount of Cu obtained just after
deposition, M0 +∆M is the maximum dewetted amount reached
finally and τ3 is its growth time. By analysis, the parameters
values extracted for two samples are tabulated in Table 1. The M0
and M0 + ∆M values are greater for Cu/Br-Si(001) compared to
Cu/H-Si(001) sample which indicates that the dewetting is much
more in the former sample from the initial stage. τ3 value is
much greater in Cu/H-Si(001) compared to Cu/Br-Si(001) sample
which is the indicative of much rapid dewetting behavior of latter
sample.

The coverage of the L1 and L2 layers (C1 and C2) and their
average (Ca) as calculated from the EDP (of Fig. 2) are plotted in
Fig. 7 as a function of time. Corresponding electron density vari-
ations are also included in Fig. 7 for comparison. All the coverage
decay with time for both the samples due to the dewetting and to
some extent interdiffusion of Cu. As the amount of interdiffusion
is small (in Cu/H-Si(001) it varies from 13.22 to 19.70 e/Å2, in
u/Br-Si(001) it varies from 14.19 to 17.58 e/Å2) compared to the
ewetting of Cu (see Fig. 6), the decrease of Ca takes place mostly
ue to the dewetting phenomena. At the beginning, there was
big difference in electron density and hence in the coverage
etween L1 and L2 layers (as evident from both Figs. 2 and 7)
hough they were formed at the time of deposition. Furthermore,
he dewetting dynamics may also be different for these two
ayers. However, the decay in the coverage for all three cases (L1,
2 and combined layers) follows the same general relation:

1/2/a(t) = C0 + ∆C[1 − e−(t/τ1/2/a)]

here C0 is the initial coverage, C+∆C is the final coverage; τ1/2/a
s decay time. Analyzed values of these parameters are tabulated
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Table 1
Parameters obtained from the analysis of dewetting dynamics for two samples.
Sample M0 (e/Å2) M0 + ∆M (e/Å2) τ3 (day) C0 (%) C0 + ∆C (%) τ1/2/a (day)

L1 L2 Film L1 L2 Film L1 L2 Film

Cu/Br-Si(001) 33 ± 1.6 71 ± 1 13 ± 1.4 91 70 75 74 57 62 28 ± 4 14 ± 5 17 ± 5
Cu/H-Si(001) 4 ± 4.2 52 ± 3 33 ± 7 91 65 71 74 60 63 26 ± 4 9 ± 3 13 ± 4
T
R
e

Fig. 7. Variation of electron density and coverage of L1 layer, L2 layer and
combined L1+L2 layer with time for two samples in two panels.

in Table 1. C0 is greater for Cu/Br-Si(001) sample (∼75%) com-
ared to Cu/H-Si(001) (∼71%). It suggests that the overall Cu film
s slightly (∼4%) more compact on Br-terminated Si(001) surface
n comparison with on H-terminated one. The compactness of
ower layer L1 is same for both samples. So, the difference in
ilm coverage is expected to come from the difference in L2
ayer coverage. Indeed, there is a ∼5% difference in L2 layer
overage between Cu/Br-Si(001) and Cu/H-Si(001) samples. L1
ayer is more compact compared to L2 layer for both samples in-
icating the layer-plus-island or Stranski–Krastanov (SK) growth
f Cu nanolayers on Si surfaces. Final coverages of films and L1
ayers for two samples are nearly same although there is a little
ifference in coverage of L2. The decay time in all three cases
i.e., film. L1 and L2) for two samples are comparable to each
ther. The decay of Cu nanolayer, just like Ag nanolayer studied
reviously [9], can be related to the growth of oxide layer at
he interface by desorbing the passivating elements like H and
r. From the previous study on Ag/Si we have seen that the τ
alue is large in case of H-terminated Si surface compared to
r-terminated one whereas in this case τ value is lower for H-
erminated surface. This thing can be understood by considering
he fact that here since not only the dewetting takes place in-
erdiffusion also takes place. Moreover, the interdiffusion is more
n Cu/H-Si(001) sample compared to Cu/Br-Si(001) which may be
esponsible for slight decaying in coverage as well as lowering in
value in case of former sample.
To which extent a metal atom diffused into Si depends on

ultiple factors. The mainly two important factors are the (i)
ifference between the electronegativity and the (ii) atomic size
33]. If metals (M = Au/Ag/Cu) combine covalently with Si, the

inding energy between M and Si is EM−Si, between M, M and Si,
able 2
elevant parameters, such as the resistivity (ρR) at room temperature, the
lectronegativity (δ) in Pauling scale, the covalent atomic radii (Ra).
Element ρR (µ� cm) Ra (Å) δ

Au 2.2 1.44 2.54
Ag 1.6 1.53 1.93
Cu 1.7 1.38 2.00

Si it is EM−M and ESi−Si respectively. Pauling’s empirical relation
[34] between electronegativity δM , δSi with those energies can be
written as:

(δM − δSi)2∞EM−Si −
√
EM−MESi−Si

A large difference in electronegativity therefore corresponds to a
large difference between the energy of an M-Si bond i.e., EM−Si,
and the arithmetic mean of the energies of the M-M and Si-
Si bonds. This goes along a stable M-Si compound. The second
important factor is the atomic size difference between the con-
stituent atoms that has substantial effect on the interdiffusion. In
the case of interstitial diffusion of metals into Si single crystals,
the difference between the size of metal atoms and the lattice
constant of the Si crystal dictates the amount of interdiffusion.
It has been seen that constituents with larger size difference
exhibits faster interdiffusion and lower activation energy [33].

Previously we have observed only the interdiffusion in Au/Si
[12,18] and the dewetting in Ag/Si [13] systems respectively. Here
in case of Cu/Si system we observed both phenomena i.e., inter-
diffusion and dewetting. One part diffuses into Si and another
part dewets the Si surface with time. In case of Au and Ag,
though both materials are quite similar to each other, i.e., crystal
structures, lattice constants and so on, such drastic difference in
reactivity has been observed. There is a very slight difference
in covalent radius (tabulated in Table 2) which would not be
responsible here for different reactivities. Now the only difference
which needs to be considered is the electronegativity, i.e., Ag is
less negative than Au (given in Table 2) which causes the different
reactivity [35]. Braicovich et al. performed a photoemission study
[36] of Au/Si system at room temperature and shown that there
is a shifting in energy shifts Au(4f) towards lower binding energy
and Si(2p) towards higher binding energy. This is due to the
electron transfer from Si to Au through the formation of metallic
bonding between Si and Au indicating the onset of the room
temperature intermixing reaction. It may be quite natural that
more electronegative Au is more reactive than Ag. Therefore, the
mechanism proposed by Itoh and Gibson [37] is more accurate
to state that both the screening effect and the electron transfer
must be responsible for the M-Si reaction. Namely, the former
triggers the reaction and the latter i.e., electronegativity of the
specific metal determines the final reactivity. Since the triggering
effect or the breakage of sp3 tetrahedral coordination in Si by
Ag metallic overlayer is clearly shown by Rossi et al. [38], but
the low electronegativity of Ag leads to rather weak reactivity.
In case of Cu, the intermediate tendency in reaction with Si
can be understood considering the combine effect of atomic size
and electronegativity of Cu. Although EDP does not provide the
information of phase formation at the interface. The covalent

radius and electronegativity of Cu (given in Table 2) is slightly
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smaller and greater than that of Ag respectively. So these two
parameters are mainly responsible for diffusive interface in case
of Cu/Si system.

Conclusions
The growth and evolution of Cu/Si system with different pas-

sivating elements at the interface have been studied. In all cases
co-existence of dewetting and interdiffusion of Cu nanolayer has
been observed. Amount of dewetting and interdiffusion strongly
depend on surface treatment. Diffusion of Cu into H-terminated
Si surface is greater than Br-terminated surface whereas dewet-
ting is dominant on Br-terminated Si surface compared to H-
terminated surface. Structure of overlayer films on the three
different terminated substrates at the initial stage suggests layer-
plus-island (SK) growth which transforms to completely island
growth (VW) growth finally. Evolution of growth is through
dewetting (related to the change in the interfacial energy due
to the oxide-growth), migration and coalesce of Cu, which can
even produce 3D-islands on both terminated surfaces and also
interdiffusion through native oxide free areas results in a very
thin diffused nanolayer of Cu into Si. Small atomic size and
medium electronegativity of Cu atoms help to show such mixed
behavior with Si surface.
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